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A. Black Swan Editor’s Introduction 
Dear Colleague: 

In-network services and on-demand business models are shaking up many industries. 

A few years ago, Amazon needed a way to differentiate its e-commerce network from its hundreds 
of large competitors.  

Amazon’s answer was to provide a unique service to its network: 2 day guaranteed merchandise 
delivery in the U.S.   To make that happen, Amazon built out its own shipping capability by buying 
cargo jets, regional warehouses, and delivery trucks. 

And by adding this unique 2-day guaranteed delivery service, Amazon boosted the value of its 
entire e-commerce network of merchants large and small.  The result?   In 2018, eMarketer 
estimated Amazon captured a huge 49% of all U.S. e-commerce sales.   

Fraud-Protection as a Network Service in International Voice 

So what about the international voice business?  What network service can an operator offer in the 
market that’s unique and – like Amazon’s 2-day delivery -- addresses a major pain point for 
customers? 

Well, many would say that fraud is the biggest headaches in the international voice business.  
Voice fraud not only causes huge losses, it also irritates customers and forces massive cash flow, 
legal, and dispute management issues for providers. 

Fraud is also a problem that refuses to go away.   Telecoms have been investing in fraud 
management software (FMS) solutions for decades now, yet voice fraud losses still account for 
$28.3 billion of industry losses per year (according to CFCA’s 2019 estimates).   And international 
fraud schemes, such as Wangiri and IRSF, are where most of the fraud damage occurs.  

So imagine if an international wholesaler with good fraud-fighting systems offered to clean up the 
fraud-risky traffic of its network partners.   Who would be interested such a service?   Well, 
consider this: 

• Large carriers have excellent fraud management capabilities.  Yet even these fraud-
savvy operators want to supplement their existing FMSs with things like real-time 
alerting/blocking and other advanced capabilities beyond what their current FMS offers.  
 

• Mid-sized operators are often resource constrained.   While their fraud analysts are 
highly experienced, there are sometimes not enough hours in the day to investigate key 
fraud alerts.   So these operators would especially welcome on-demand help in screening 
calls to certain risky number blocks of the world. 
 

• Then there are the small operators, MVNOs, and enterprises who have limited or no 
fraud-fighting capability at all – mostly due to the expense of software license, integration, 
and fraud analyst staffing.  So an in-network service could be an affordable way for them to 
add protection at low cost. 
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Lanck Telecom’s New Paradigm in Fraud Control 

Well now, Lanck Telecom, a mid-tier international wholesaler of voice traffic, is the first to offer 
such a ground-breaking network service.  Lanck offers an on-demand, in-network way for any 
interconnect partner to have its risky international traffic monitored (and either alerted or blocked) 
as that traffic is routed through Lanck to its final destinations. 

Indeed, 45 network partners use the Lanck Telecom FMS today, including 7 large global operators.  
These customers also gain valuable extras such as real-time blocking and the ability to customize 
the solution with their own blocking and treatment rules.    

Best of all, because Lanck continues to invest and improve the FMS, the operators can protect 
themselves with machine learning detection of threats not covered by their current FMS. 

A good way to visualize the Lanck Telecom FMS is to compare it to Amazon’s network service. 
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What’s in this FMS Guide? 

Here to provide us with a comprehensive briefing on Lanck Telecom’s innovative Fraud 
Management System is the company’s FMS project manager, Igor Skutsenya.  

Igor and I spend several hours exchanging information by email and phone to bring you this 
Solution Guide.   You’ll learn about: 

• The origins of Lanck’s on-demand FMS service: how it grew from an in-house tool 
and eventually became a service for its voice provider partners. 

• The many types of voice providers using the real-time FMS and reasons they find 
Lanck’s collaborative in-network platform a convenient way to supplement their 
internal FMS solutions. 

• The key differentiating features of the FMS such as partner customization, easy 
integration, machine learning, enterprise-specific blocking, and its ability to discover 
tricky new fraud schemes such as Wangiri 2.0. 

• Lanck’s remarks on why its ML-based fraud-fighting experience and unique 
vantage point as a global voice wholesaler give its FMS key advantages in 
Continuous Knowledge Gain. 

In short, Igor presents a wealth of information for you to evaluate this new 
way of managing fraud – and see if Lanck’s on-demand program might fit the 
needs of your operation.     

 

 

 

Dan Baker, Research Director of TRI 
Editor, Black Swan Telecom Journal 
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B. Origins of Lanck’s FMS Network Service 

1. Lanck Telecom’s Voice Wholesaler Business 

Dan Baker: Igor, could you give us a quick rundown on Lanck Telecom’s business?  

Igor Skutsenya:  Sure, Dan.   Lanck has been in the international carrier business for 19 years, 
and we are recognized today as a reliable partner with a solid reputation.   Lanck Telecom is a 
large voice player – among the top 20 in terms of international voice traffic volume per year. 

In terms of big operators, we are proud to partner with companies such as Verizon, Orange, 
Vodafone, Deutsche Telekom and many others. 

We are also working with big mobile and VoIP operators as partners.  And we have a global 
presence with offices in Massachusetts, plus Madrid, London, Hong Kong, Johannesburg and 
Cyprus.  Very recently we have a new focus on Latin America. 

2. How Lanck Developed its FMS Internally, Then Offered it Widely 

And how did Lanck got into the business of offering a Fraud Management System (FMS) 
for other providers? 

Well, in our business of international transit carrier, we constantly think about value-added 
services we can offer our clients.  

And like many other companies, we’ve found the need to kind of reinvent our operations and 
business every 5 to 7 years to stay at the cutting edge and grow. 

Seven years ago we didn't have an FMS.   When we first developed it, our main idea was to 
simply secure the traffic coming through our servers.  We wanted to avoid disputes with partners 
because wherever fraudulent traffic exists -- by definition -- someone is not getting paid who 
should be. 

But then, as our FMS matured and got stronger, we decided to offer it to all carriers since we 
believe retail operators would prefer to deal with carriers who can secure their traffic with such 
an anti-fraud systems. 

Our Lanck Telecom Real-Time Fraud Management System offers great protection against 
numerous frauds, including Wangiri 2.0, a new form of Wangiri call-back fraud that Lanck 
discovered.   

The market reception to the Lanck FMS has been excellent.  Our FMS partners all have their 
own anti-fraud systems, and yet they receive a lot of new alerts and blockages from our system 
after they connect to our FMS. 

Their satisfaction is a key reason why the amount of traffic flowing through our FMS system has 
tripled since August 2019: our system sees what other systems let through, thus our partners 
willingly route more traffic through us. 
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3. Why is an Operator Offering an FMS Platform? 

Igor, international voice wholesalers are among the biggest fraud fighters for good reason.   
A wholesaler is responsible for all the partners it connects to, which is why wholesalers take 
drastic steps to deliver fraud-free connections.   

A few years back I interviewed Robert Benlolo of Tata Communications and he explained 
the tremendous effort they put into fraud prevention.  And I think other large voice 
wholesalers operate somewhat like Tata Communications.  Over the years these firms have 
built highly sophisticated internal FMS systems to protect their partners. 

However, Lanck Telecom’s approach is quite unique.  You use an open platform approach, 
offering your FMS platform to your partners – to the point where it becomes their system.   
So Lanck is a kind of hybrid operator and FMS software vendor, and I’m curious how this 
new concept works. 

Dan, I agree Lanck is unique.  A total of forty-five (45) operators use the Lanck FMS and seven 
of those are global telecom groups with names you know. 

I think security is the big reason why FMSs are traditionally closed platforms.  It makes sense for 
the large wholesalers to develop strong fraud control programs and retain greater internal control 
over those.  Like any smart poker player, it’s natural for those operators to keep their “cards 
close to their vest” because you don't want to alert the fraudster to exactly what you're doing. 

Yet in recent years, operators have been very cooperative with each other in sharing fraud 
intelligence, committing to certain agreed-upon fraud policies, and maintaining blacklists of 
known fraudulent phone numbers.  The credit here goes to anti-fraud organizations such as the 
i3Forum, GSMA, CFCA, and others who are driving these collaborative programs. 

Lanck’s main idea is this:  

Why not extend operator collaboration and sharing to the FMS platform itself? 

That idea may sound odd at first, but Lanck’s success with this approach is proof that it works.  
In fact, the volume of traffic flowing through our FMS has tripled since August 2019. 

So we think it’s time to drive a more collaborative, real-time, and machine learning-based fraud 
fighting.    In fraud control, we’re not competing against other network providers: let’s focus on 
our common enemy, the fraudsters.  

4. A Real-time, Collaborative FMS as a Network Service 

In theory, a collaborative FMS platform sounds great, but in practice this is hard to deliver 
because each client faces totally different problems and operators are quite diverse. 

It’s true, Dan.  But after seven years of development and fine tuning, we were able to develop a 
single solution whose functionality addresses each fraud threat.   And yet is this is also a truly 
cooperative platform where the operator/enterprise’s traffic information is kept private and 
secure.  

Instead of a solution that provides exclusive protection for one company, we created a universal 
solution that is client-secure and available for all.  It allows our partners to see the portion of our 
system devoted to their traffic.  

http://bswan.org/traffic_trust.asp
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The Lanck Telecom FMS works in real-time.  We analyze SIP signaling, rather than CDRs, and 
we can not only alert our clients, but also stop the attacks.  Our analysis is based on proactive 
monitoring based on our database of suspicious ranges, behavioral analysis (machine 
learning/AI) and custom/high usage rules. 

Now all of our partners have their own anti-fraud solutions.  So the Lanck system merely acts as 
a secondary shield that doesn’t interfere with the operator’s other systems. 
 
It was not easy to develop our system.  But once we solved the problem of enabling secure 
external access to our system, we also developed a version of the FMS that can flexibly be 
installed on either the client’s premises or in the cloud. 
 

5. Service Provider Types Using the Lanck FMS 

Lanck is connected to hundreds of operators & carriers.   The primary users of our FMS network 
service are our voice partners who we already have an established voice connection with and 
therefore no additional integration is required to fraud-filter their traffic. 
 
The main categories of our FMS customers are: 

• Mobile operators; 
• Fixed line operators; 
• International voice service providers (carriers); 
• Skype-like mobile applications and services; and, 
• Enterprises with large call centers who do a big volume of international voice traffic (for 

customer service, sales, etc.)  

The Tier 1 operators are the ones who use our system to the fullest.   They create thousands of 
Custom Rules, and use our blocking mechanisms in their Protection Methods, enterprise 
services, Blacklists & Whitelists.  

And we don’t limit ourselves to the hundreds of retail operators.  We are an open shop and even 
help other wholesale providers filter their risky traffic.  Some FMS solution providers are also 
our clients.    

All in all, we think offering a fraud filtering service nicely complements our traffic interconnect 
services.  Protecting our customers from the dangers of fraud is a nice value-add. 

We also believe our FMS service has great potential to grow even further.   The key reason is our 
filtering service solves some underlying problems: 

• Legacy technology systems aren’t as fast and precise as modern ones. Fraudsters 
exploit these weaknesses, and legacy technology users are the ones who are hit the 
hardest by fraud.  So our in-network FMS helps fill the gap without the need to spend 
money to upgrade existing FMS software. 

 
• The costs of modern anti-fraud software solutions (with machine learning and real-

time capabilities) sometimes exceed the potential damages from fraud.  So this further 
drives our goal to ensure our modern fraud-fighting service is affordable. 
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C.  The Lanck FMS Features & Differentiators 
So what are the key features that differentiate Lanck in the FMS marketplace? 

Actually, we think there are several capabilities in the Lanck FMS that make it a superior 
solution.  I’ve summarized them in these 5 points and will discuss each one separately: 

a. Customization to Enable a Client’s Unique Policies 
b. Easy, Affordable and Fast to Integrate 
c. Machine Learning for Advanced Fraud Protection 
d. Wangiri 2.0 Protection for Enterprises 
e. Enterprise-Specific Blocking in FMS 

 
1. Customization to Enable a Client’s Unique Policies 
 
Customization is a very popular feature of our FMS.  It allows operators to define their own 
vision of high usage.    Here’s what our partners can customize: 
 

• Threshold-based Rules can be defined in the Lanck system based on wide range of 
parameters: call attempts, revenue, ASR, ACD, etc.  And these can apply to specific A- 
and B-numbers, destinations, countries, or specific number ranges.  

 
• Attack Severity Rules -- Customers can also customize specific responses to attacks by 

the severity levels they set.  For instance, the system reacts differently to critical, high, 
medium or low severity attacks.  Blocking ranges are set for specific periods of time or 
only alerts are sent. 

 
• Whitelists and Blacklists -- We also let customers create their own lists so certain phone 

numbers are excluded from FMS analytics.  Those list changes are done by the client in a 
user-friendly interface. 
 

• Enabling a Voice Message as a Fraud Alert – This is a popular customization feature.   
When client attempts to call a fraudulent number, they hear an IVR warning that he or 
she is dialing a fraudulent number. If client still wants to proceed – he dials a certain 
button and proceeds with dialing.  

 
Now in a traditional FMS, such customization can get expensive because it’s customer-specific 
code.   However, most changes are done in the FMS interface: only special features and 
scenarios require manual configuration by Lanck’s staff.  
 
Actually, we are pretty good about taking client requests to add-in new menu items, fraud 
scenarios, and other features at little to no expense. 

2. Easy, Affordable, and Fast Integration 

Having advanced fraud-fighting tech is great, but it’s useless if the client can’t get it up and 
running fast and at minimal cost. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Answer-seizure_ratio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automatic_call_distributor
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This is why we emphasize easy integration.   Other FMS solutions will take months to 
implement and require many extra man-hours of tweaking. 

Our solution is easily integrated since it requires no hardware investments and no CDR 
uploads.   The problem with CDR uploads is they delay analysis of the traffic.  Our real-time 
solution instantly blocks an attack and stop it from doing significant damage.   Real-time is also 
key to protecting against the newer kinds of fraud.  

We also designed our FMS service to work side-by-side with existing solutions.  Lanck Telecom 
provides our FMS in alerting mode for free for all our partners.  The FMS features a web-based 
control screen with custom settings the client can apply. 

Security and privacy are not a problem since there’s no need to exchange external data.  We only 
use SIP (or other) signaling data, meaning we never see your customer data.  

The following chart shows the three ways our FMS is delivered: traffic-based, cloud-enabled, or 
customer premises. 
 

 
 
 
As you’d expect, for traffic-based and cloud deployments, Lanck Telecom takes full 
responsibility for equipment procurement, installation & maintenance of the FMS. 
 
All the work is done by our specialists, with no client-required resources needed, other than to 
connect it their operator networks.  
 
If you desire an on-premises installation of the FMS as an anti-fraud software system, integration 
can take up to 3 months. Our fastest time so far – one week from an inquiry to providing client 
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access.   This is unheard of speed: other system vendors will spend this time merely collecting 
information.  

 
In general, we provide protection to clients when they need it, not when we “manage to get to it.” 
 
After launch, our FMS team provides 24/7 customer support.   We supply thorough 
documentation explaining all features & functions of the system, including hands-on help on 
how to add, remove, and tune the rules you maintain. 
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3. Machine Learning: Key to Advanced Fraud Control 
 
At Lanck, Machine Learning (ML) is a huge asset for us in identifying fraud patterns and the 
early spotting of well-disguised attacks.  Systems that don’t use ML have to rely on threshold-
based rules & historical lists of fraudulent numbers.  We’ve found that new or tricky scenarios 
are almost impossible to detect without ML. 

Since Machine learning is an advanced form of statistics, we staff our fraud-fighting 
development team with experts who have advanced mathematics and analytics training.  What’s 
more, there are four Ph.Ds. working in our machine learning unit. 

It’s rare for operators to have this depth in fraud ML, but it’s key to Behavioral Analysis of the 
traffic to understand how it differs from normal traffic. 

These days we also use ML to identity Robocalls (spam calls).  Recently a very large operator 
chose us as protection provider, so we now block several tens of thousands of calls DAILY – and 
that’s just for one European country. 
 
4. Wangiri 2.0 Discovery Through Machine Learning  
 
A good example of how useful Machine Learning can be is our recent discovery of a new form 
of Wangiri fraud we call Wangiri 2.0. 
 
Unlike regular Wangiri attacks that mostly target consumers, with Wangiri 2.0 the fraudster 
targets enterprises who call international destinations on a regular basis for sales, customer 
support, and other interactions. 
 
Wangiri 2.0 does not initiate with an incoming call.  Instead, the fraudster use bots (and human 
mules) to fill out the enterprise’s online forms which invite a call back to the fraudster.  
 
For example, the form might be a “call-me-back” purchasing inquiry.  Businesses treat these 
filled-out inquiry forms as key sales leads, then when they call back the fraudulent numbers, they 
incur losses.  
 
Another case of Wangiri 2.0 is when fraudsters fill online forms for One-Time Password 
delivery via voice message.   These passwords are used for authentication of new users, 
important operations, etc.   Voice messages were directed at Premium Rate numbers. Several 
large tech companies were hit by this scenario. Both cases of Wangiri 2.0 are on the rise, and we 
have since detected this pattern of fraud across the world. 
 

5. Enterprise-Specific Blocking in the FMS 

Lanck also works with large fixed operators who face fraud problems as they serve large 
enterprises who operate internationally.  

In one key case, a hijacked PBX sent traffic to Cuba and was hit with half a million dollars of 
fraud.  And when presented with the bill, the enterprise balked at the fraud bill, saying, 
"Actually, we have no business in Cuba, so this is probably a mistake on your side." 
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In the end, the large operator probably needed to take the fraud loss itself so it could avoid the 
bad publicity.   No telecom with a reputation to protect wants to reveal it was hacked. 

Well, to cover such cases, Lanck launched an enterprise protection fraud program within our 
FMS.   And the way it works is as follows: 

• The operator can upload the numbers of the businesses they want to protect, for example 
their outbound call center numbers.  
 

• Then, automatically, when the enterprise tries to call abroad to suspicious ranges, the call 
will be intercepted with an IVR message saying, "You are calling to a suspicious phone 
number. Are you sure you want to call it?"   And instructions will be press the number 
“6543” (random digits) if the person really wants to call Cuba, and they will be 
connected. 
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D. Comparing In-Network FMS & Software FMS 
 

1. Where Lanck’s In-Network FMS Fits in the Market 
 
Igor, thanks for the rundown on the functionality of your FMS provides.  As you know, 
operators have a lot of choice when it comes to FMS solutions.   Where do you feel your in-
network FMS fit in the market? 
 
Well, Dan, as I mentioned before, all of our FMS clients have their own in-house FMS software 
and we are merely offering a valuable “defense-in-depth” layer of protection, especially where 
the partner is dealing with risky traffic that requires real-time alerting/blocking and machine 
learning to discover hard-to-detect fraud schemes such as Wangiri 2.0. 
 
Now the value we bring is to make it easy for our partners: after they launch with us, they 
receive lots of alerts and blockages from our system– and this is exactly why our partners are 
willing to route more traffic through us. 
 
2. Providing Future Fraud-Fighting Capability 
 
And how ready is your FMS to address future fraud threats, especially as fraudsters up 
their game? 
 
Dan, I think we are very well positioned to grow our fraud-fighting capability and I would point 
to a few key differentiators: 

• Familiarity with the Voice Business -- Being an international carrier, we know the 
damaging side effects of fraud, such as not getting paid by a partner and the headaches of 
dispute management.   Because we have the bruises and “skin-in-the-game” in the 
business, we know what the market is looking for in an FMS solution.  It’s much more 
real to us. 
 
We are also sensitive to the specific needs of our partners.  We have taken the time to 
fully understand the fraud-protection needs of an MNO, fixed-line operator, and SIP-
based applications -- which vary quite a bit. 
 

• Our real-time detection and instant blocking is particularly valuable for the vast major 
of operators who rely on CDR analysis to detect fraud.  Every minute of delay increases 
losses – and instant reaction mitigates those losses.   Real-time reaction is especially key 
when it comes to the more sophisticated attacks.   In fact, we detect and take down 
hundreds of such attacks every week.  

 
• Another advantage: We carry tons of Voice Traffic.  That’s a critical difference when 

you consider that Machine Learning is probably the most important success factor in 
advanced fraud control. 

 
Aside from the number of statisticians behind development of any vendor’s FMS 
solution, remember that machine learning relies on 1) understanding the context of the 
traffic; and 2) being fed a huge volume of traffic data to analyze.   
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• This give us a great Machine Learning Advantage because the volume and diversity of 
network traffic we’re connecting is great.   We have a depth of big data and attack 
statistics only a network market player can have.  This is bound to gives us a big 
advantage in Continuous Knowledge Gain – and insights on how to improve our FMS for 
all our partners’ benefit. 

 
• We rely on Multiple Data Sources.   In-line signaling data is just one ML learning 

source.  We also collect non-realtime SS7 CDRs.  It’s a big part of our analysis for the 
voice partners we work through.   And that CDR analysis is pushed into the Machine 
Learning to ensure patterns are recognized next time -- and the number of false positives 
goes down. 

 
• One last key point: we can afford to be Flexible in Pricing.  Sometimes an FMS deal has 

a significant discount because of the large volumes of traffic we already exchange with a 
client.  Not only do we save clients from fraud, we increase their business through the use 
of our routes. 
 

So these are key factors to weight as an operator is figuring about how and from whom to obtain 
advanced fraud-fighting capabilities.  
 

E. Anti-Fraud Collaboration: The A&B Handshake 
Dan: I recently interviewed your COO, Sergey Okhrimenko, about a new anti-fraud 
collaborative program called A&B Handshake which is under review by the GSMA VINES 
committee and other fraud-fighting groups. 

The purpose of A&B Handshake is to enable real-time out-of-band communication 
between the A and B operator of a voice call — and to instantly identify fraud. 

Now Lanck Telecom is evangelizing this A&B Handshake idea, and you’ve also gone ahead 
and spent 2 years of software development time creating the fraud detection logic for a 
“call registry” and Call Session Control Function software that enables operators to test  
the operation of this handshake system themselves. 

Igor: Dan, we love the A&B Handshake concept because we believe it will take away a lot of 
the fraud risks.   Aside from enabling the real-time detection of fraud, we’re excited that A&B 
Handshake will also take away much of the huge administrative and legal burden of managing 
fraud problems. 

However, we know we cannot do this ourselves.  We are here to cooperate with the Fraud 
Management and Security professionals who are out there today.  We are searching for operators 
who are willing to spend a few weeks setting this up and testing it in their operation. 

The best introduction to the subject is the Black Swan interview you did with Sergey.   
 
 
 
 

http://bswan.org/ab_handshake.asp
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F. Testing the Lanck FMS Network Service 
 

Igor:  OK, that concludes this Black Swan Guide.   If you or your organization is considering 
using the Telecom FMS service, I’d like to invite you to our website where you can: 
 

• Sign up for a free demo of the FMS platform. 
• Watch a short promotional video (MP4). 
• See a 15-mute tutorial on how the user interface works (MP4). 

 
Then, we recommend connecting to our free version to explore its functionality.   Let your team 
experience the speed and efficiency we provide. 
 
After 2-3 months of using the free version, you can then switch to the complete version with all 
features enabled.   This is the route most of our partners used. 
 

G. Lanck Telecom’s Expert   
Igor Skutsenya, Fraud Management System project manager 
and RCS team leader at Lanck Telecom, combines 6 years’ 
experience in the telecom industry, being a member of LANCK 
team since 2017.  
 
He is involved in revenue assurance & anti-fraud projects, 
management and business development sectors, and presents 
LANCK Telecom global anti-fraud initiatives in GSMA, CFCA, 
GCCM and other mobile associations & events.  

 

 

 
 

 
 

H. Black Swan Interviews with Lanck Telecom 

 

A&B Handshake: A Simple Way 
to Control Voice Fraud via an Out-
of-Band Connection between A & 
B Operators 

 
Expert: Sergey Okhrimenko, 
COO of Lanck Telecom 

 
 

 

Lanck Telecom Raises Fraud 
Alarm for International Brands, 
Enterprise Call Centers & 
Carriers: Beware of Wangiri 2.0 

 
Expert: Sergey Okhrimenko, 
COO of Lanck Telecom 

 

https://lancktele.com/fraud-protection/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/k35octyrrj61tvn/AAB2nIsPL3m3HayK1OOHZkKva?dl=0&preview=lt_fms_short+promo_video.MP4
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/k35octyrrj61tvn/AAA6QB19M9aFm8PA0pNEWCj3a/lt_fms_dashboard_tutorial_video.MP4?dl=0
http://bswan.org/ab_handshake.asp
http://bswan.org/ab_handshake.asp
http://bswan.org/ab_handshake.asp
http://bswan.org/ab_handshake.asp
http://bswan.org/business_victim_wangiri.asp
http://bswan.org/business_victim_wangiri.asp
http://bswan.org/business_victim_wangiri.asp
http://bswan.org/business_victim_wangiri.asp
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H. The Black Swan Series of Telecom Solution Guides 
The Black Swan Series of Telecom Solution Guides are deep dive one-vendor-specific papers 
that focus on one Solution category. These objectively written papers under TRI’s editorial and 
industry analyst guidance feature the commentary of solution vendor experts. 

Each Solution Guide educates telecom professionals and solution buyers on a Solution’s 
important features and benefits. Tailored to the uniqueness of each Solution, the Guide may 
cover any number of topics from industry trends driving need for the solution… to mini-case 
studies, best practices, and advice around buying, implementing, and using the Solution. 

If you are a Solution Vendor interested in having a Guide prepared for your organization’s 
solution, please email TRI for more information. 

I. Technology Research Institute (TRI) 
Technology Research Institute (TRI) has been writing and researching 
telecom software and systems markets since 1994. Its industry reports 
have covered the gamut of telecom systems from billing and service 
assurance... to customer care and provisioning.    

 

In recent years, TRI’s research director and owner, Dan Baker, has authored major reports on 
Fraud Management, Business & Revenue Assurance, Telecom Wholesale Solutions, and Telecom 
Analytics/Big Data.   

And since 2011, TRI’s on-line magazine, Black Swan Telecom Journal, has covered issues of the 
day in telecom fraud management, revenue assurance, analytics, operational excellence, and 
optimization. 

 

 

 

mailto:dbaker@technology-research.com?Subject=The%20Black%20Swan%20Telecom%20Solution%20Guides&Body=Hello%2C%20Dan%2C%0A%0APlease%20send%20me%20your%20brochure%20and%20order%20form%20regarding%20the%20Black%20Swan%20Telecom%20Solution%20Guide%20program.%20%20My%20company%20may%20be%20interested%20in%20this.
http://technology-research.com/
http://bswan.org/

